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Essential Skills for a Successful IT CareerWritten by Mike Meyers, the leading expert on
CompTIA certification and training, this up-to-date, full-color text will prepare you for CompTIA
Network+ exam N10-006 and help you become an expert networking technician. Fully revised
for the latest CompTIA Network+ exam, including coverage of performance-based questions,
the book contains helpful on-the-job tips, end-of-chapter practice questions, and hundreds of
photographs and illustrations.Mike Meyers’ CompTIA Network+ Guide to Managing and
Troubleshooting Networks, Fourth Edition covers:Network architecturesCabling and
topologyEthernet basicsNetwork installationTCP/IP applications and network
protocolsRoutingNetwork namingAdvanced networking devicesIPv6Remote
connectivityWireless networkingVirtualization and cloud computingNetwork
operationsManaging riskNetwork securityNetwork monitoring and troubleshootingElectronic
content includes:100+ practice exam questions in a customizable test engine20+ lab
simulations to help you prepare for the performance-based questionsOne hour of video training
from Mike MeyersMike’s favorite shareware and freeware networking tools and utilitiesEach
chapter features:Learning objectivesPhotographs and illustrationsReal-world examplesTry
This! and Cross Check exercisesKey terms highlightedTech Tips, Notes, and WarningsExam
TipsEnd-of-chapter quizzes and lab projectsInstructor resources available:Instructor's
ManualPower Point slides for each chapter with photographs and illustrations from the
bookTest Bank cartridges with hundreds of questions for use as quizzes and examsAnswers to
the end of chapter sections are not printed in the book and are only available to adopting
instructors

About the AuthorMike Meyers, CompTIA A+, CompTIA Network+, CompTIA Security+, MCP, is
the industry’s leading authority on CompTIA certification and training. He is the author of
CompTIA A+ Certification All-in-One Exam Guide--the bestselling CompTIA A+ exam prep
guide on the market. Mike is the president of founder of Total Seminars, LLC, a major provider
of PC and network repair seminars for thousands of organizations throughout the world.--This
text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.From the PublisherMike Meyers,
CompTIA A+, CompTIA Network+, CompTIA Security+, MCP, is the industry’s leading authority
on CompTIA certification and training. He is the author of CompTIA A+ Certification All-in-One
Exam Guide--the bestselling CompTIA A+ exam prep guide on the market. Mike is the
president of founder of Total Seminars, LLC, a major provider of PC and network repair
seminars for thousands of organizations throughout the world.--This text refers to an out of
print or unavailable edition of this title.
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Kevin, “easy to read. Outstanding book, easy to read, and I must say, almost entertaining. I
hate to read manuals, and I usually go for the "Dummies" and/or "Idiots" books for knowledge.
This book is great. The layout and content is what I like. I did borrow one of Mike Meyers' books
(Guide toPC Troubleshooting) from my local library and liked it, so I bought this. I had also
borrowed another author's book on the same networks subject and could not keep myself
awake while reading it. Not a problem with this one.”

Doyle Jennings, “This text book is a great source for learning about and troubleshooting
networks. Mike Meyers' CompTIA Network+ Guide to Managing and Troubleshooting
Networks, Fourth Edition (Exam N10-006) (Mike Meyers' Computer Skills)

  
  
This text book is a great source for learning about and troubleshooting networks. It is written
in typical Mike Myers style and chocked full of information, tips, and tricks to understand,
troubleshoot and get the most from your network. It is a great companion to all the other Mike
Myers text books.”

A. Williams, “Awesome price and quality Ø=ÜLØ<ßþ. I needed this textbook for one of my upcoming
classes. It was an excellent price for great quality. The book still has the cd in tact, I emailed the
seller to confirm it was in the package and they responded quickly and were very nice and
courteous. The product was exactly as described.”



Masters-Lifestyles, “books showed up in grade A shape. great job on packing it strong.. books
showed up in grade A shape...one had a small tear and a black line on it..i give you an A..thank
you again..will be back...!!”

Dr. Q, “Educational!. I love this textbook and enjoying it so far!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Great for studying for the exam, but also great for afterwards. Great,
concise book. Bits of humour/pop culture references, and lots of photos in COLOUR kept me
engaged. I was impressed that photos that probably didn't need to be updated from the
previous edition were anyway (e.g., a Windows 10 preview VM is visible in a VMware
Workstation screenshot).Another review mentions the lack of answers to the practice
questions: I agree it would have been nice to have the answers. However, because I did not, it
forced me to verify my answers by searching each chapter (if I wasn't sure of the answer),
which really reinforced the material for me. This was the final way I studied using the book.I
passed the exam on the first try using this book plus CompTIA CertMaster online materials. I
had bought another Network+ book for half the price of this one before I found all the positive
reviews on this one and decided to give it a try; I never ended up touching the other book.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 74 people have provided feedback.
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